
Intigriti March 2021 Challenge: Intigriti's 0321 XSS challenge

Rules of the challenge

•Should work on the latest version of Firefox or Chrome
•Should alert() the following flag: flag{THIS_IS_THE_FLAG}.
•Should leverage a cross site scripting vulnerability on this page.
•Shouldn't be self-XSS or related to MiTM attacks
•Should be reported at go.intigriti.com/submit-solution

Challenge
To be simple a victim needs to visit our crafted web url of the challenge page and arbitrary 
javascript should be executed at that challenge page to lauch a Cross Site Scripting (XSS) attack 
against our victim.

XSS

Recon

Everything always starts with a recon round. We need to know what is happening behind the web 
application to be able to instert our XSS attack.

The challenge page looks like this:

https://go.intigriti.com/submit-solution


A pretty simple page where at the bottom we can save our notes. Typing a new note reveals a save 
button so our note is saved.

Once we press the save button our new note is saved, overwriting the existing note. An important 
remark here is that as long as we keep our browser session open, so as long as we do not close our 
browser our note will be remembered because of a Session Cookie being used by the application.



Next step is to look what the code is behind our web application that saves notes. Let’s have a look 
at the source code.

There are 2 important parts in this code we need to check further.
1) A post form that is executed when we click the save button to save our note
2) The javascript allowing us to save notes

The javascript only checks if something new is typed into the notes field with the onkeyup action to 
check if the user is typing something. If the current note is a different note the save button will be 
displayed. When the user clicks save a POST request is made to the webserver saving our new note 
via the form. 



Find an injection point

To be able to achieve our XSS attack we need to be able to inject our own code. This challenge only
has 1 obvious user controlled injection point and that is creating and saving a note.

Next step is to save some notes that the developper of this application did not expect to be saved. At
this point we need to inject anything we can and check the source code how it is reflected in the 
source code of the application.

At this point I tried to inject anything I could think of. Especially characters like < > “ ‘ // for 
example are interesting injection vectors if they are not escaped by the developper or browser.



As far as I could test only “ became not encoded but that did not trick the applicaition in interesting 
behaviour yet. 
At a certain point I tried to save a URL link and this got the application into interesting behaviour:

An href tag that would be used to redirect a user to the link. The only issue at this point the link 
itself is not clickable at the application page and as far as I could see not really usable.

At this point I got stuck until Intigriti released a hint at their twitter account:

Not sure if the tip was ment like this but I immediately thought of Microsoft Outlook and email 
addresses. Allright lets inject an email address in our note. Again an interesting result:



Here I started looking via google for XSS payloads hidden in an email address that would still be 
seen as a valid email address by the application. It did not take long to find a good payload created 
by BruteLogic (https://brutelogic.com.br/blog/xss-limited-input-formats/)

Let’s test this payload at our notes application. It looks promising but it does not fire in our 
application.

https://brutelogic.com.br/blog/xss-limited-input-formats/


I was convinced due to the released hint this is the way to go so I played around a bit with the 
payload and sipmly changing the event handler to one that requires user interaction (onmouseover, 
onclick ) seems enough:

If we hover with our mouse over the payload the javascript is executed:

There is only one remark towards this payload it still requires a victim to hover with the mouse over
our payload. I was not able to construct a payload that did not require user interaction unfortunately.
But this is enough according to the challenge rules.



The challenge requires to alert the flag. This can easily be achieved by adapting the payload as 
following: 

Ok so we found a working XSS paylaod now we need to deliver this to our victim as we are at this 
point only able to XSS ourselfs (self XSS).

I had 2 ideas:
1) The POST request of the form can be vulnerable to a CSRF attack.
2) Inject my session ID cookie in the browser of the victim when I had saved the XSS payload.

To summarize for the second idea. I do not think or was not able to find a way to inject a cookie in a
victims browser that is linked to the intigrtiti challenge domain. I think this is not possible as this 
would mean a big security risk for any web application. Unless some DNS spoofing can be done but
that would be a bridge to far for this challenge ;-)

A cookie is bound to a domain and can only be used by that same domain. If I inject a cookie via a 
crafted web page the domain would not match and when the victim visits the intigriti challenge 
domain my cookie would never be loaded I guess.



CSRF
So the idea with the cookie we leave behind and we go for a CSRF attack (cross site request 
forgery). 

The idea is to let our victim visit our webpage that at that moment fires a POST request to the 
intigriti challenge page with our XSS payload. There is only one hurdle in the web application we 
are attacking. It uses a CSRF token to secure itself, DAMN :-)

Each time the web application page refreshes a new unique CSRF token is generated. When the 
application does  the POST action the CSRF token is validated at server side to see if it matches .

To explain if I would host the code below on my webserver and our victim visits our webpage it 
will do a POST form request to the intigriti challenge page with our XSS payload and save the 
payload for the victim. 
The only problem for us as attackers is that we need to know the CSRF token the victim has at that 
moment otherwise our crafted POST is denied.

 



First I tried several techniques that can be freely trained at the PortSwigger academy to bypass the 
CSRF token:

https://portswigger.net/web-security/csrf

But none of those techniques worked for this challenge.

There is one more very interesting part in the source code of the challgene that I did not yet 
mention. A remark at the end of the source code showing the date and time the page was generated:

Here I assumed the CSRF token is bound to the time the challenge page is requested. I confirmed 
this by using Linux CURL to request the challenge page 2 times at the same moment:

Doing this command returns the page source code in the terminal 2 times and indeed both times the 
same CSRF token.

https://portswigger.net/web-security/csrf


This got me to following idea to lure a victim into loading our XSS payload and bypassing the 
CSRF token.

If we know the time a victim loads the webpage we are able to know the CSRF token. I came with 
an idea to setup a webserver that does a request to the intigriti challenge page at the moment the 
victim visits my server and is immediately redirectets the victim to the challenge page. 
This give me the oportunity to see the time the victim was redirected to the challenge page and to 
determine the CSRF token bound to that time due to my own requests to the challenge page at the 
same moment.

1) The victim visits a webpage on our webserver

2) Once the victim visits our index.html landing page we do 2 actions:
- We redirect immediately to another crafted PHP page (index.php) 
-  We open a new tab in the victims browser that opens the valid challenge page and sets the victim 
CSRF token.

3) The victim is thus redirected to our index.php page. This PHP page immdiatly does following:
- Redirect the victim again after 20 seconds (I have set this time quite high for debugging and to let 
my background scripts finish and compile the crafted form page) to our crafted form with the XSS 
payload and correct CSRF token
- We fire a Linux shell script on our server. The Script will perform 5 times a CURL to the 
challenge page each second to get the CSRF tokens for that times and save them to text files.

4) Meanwhile our webserver is constantly monitoring the Apache access log and when a victim 
visits out landing page the time is saved in a text file. We then know the exact time our victim 
visited our webserver and thus opened the intigriti challenge page.

5) In the background the Apache access log visit time is checked against our 5 fired curl commands 
to see if we have a matching time with the victim. The matching time leads us to the correct CSRF 
token for that moment in time and thus the CSRF token the victim has on his side when we opened 
the challenge page for him.

Apache web server Setup
1) The landing page redirects the victim to our own PHP page and opens a new tab at the victims 
browser with the challenge page. This sets the CSRF token for the victims browser at a time we 
logged in our apache access log file.



2) The victim immediately is redirected to our index.php page that triggers a curl.sh shell script and 
will after 20 seconds redirect the vicitim again to our POST html page. Those 20 seconds I used to 
determine the CSRF token.

3) while the user waits on the redirect several shell scripts fire on the webserver side to determine 
the CSRF token and craft our HTML page submitting the POST form:

We curl the intigriti challenge page 5 times each second and extract via grep the CSRF token and 
time remark from the source code:



We have following output saved of our curl. This shows the CSRF for each second.

A quick cleanup script to extract the token and time:



We constantly monitor our Apache access log for exact visitor time and thus the time we opened the
challenge page for the visitor in a new tab.

We extract the exact time we had the visitor but only take the minutes and seconds. As we 
redirected at the same moment our visitor to the challenge page this is the time we need to compare 
with our own CSRF tokens we CURLed via our shell script that fired.

We now match the access time of the apache log with our gathered CSRF tokens from our own 
CURLs



And we endup with the CSRF token 

Now we can craft a POST form with the correct CSRF token included

The shell script builds the HTML page

We delayed the victim 20 seconds and then he reaches our crafted HTML page which submits the 
FORM with the correct CSRF token and loads our XSS payload note



If the victim hovers over our payload the XSS fires:

Remarks
- My webserver setup with PHP and shell scripts is probably a way to solve this challenge but I 
guess far from the most efficient way :-)

- We delay for 20 seconds due to debugging I did. I think this can be done faster as the shell script 
run quickly and I use CURL 5 times per second while probably only 1 time is enough.

- The XSS payload requires user interaction

- I had to use a tab to open the HTML POST form with our payload. There is a chance this is 
blocked in the victims browser which will make our attack useless.
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